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KNOW YOUR ROLE IN
THE FIXED OPS STORY
USING VIDEO TO INCREASE SERVICE SALES, LOYALTY
BY LANCE BOLDT

The simple reality is that our own success depends on getting our customers to contribute to that success. That
means a whole lot of oil changes, cooling system services, tire rotations, floor
mats and extended warranties, along
with the transmission replacements and
new tires. With so many automotive
service providers, we need customers
to choose us and to keep on choosing
us.

to a painful outcome. This can be a real
or metaphorical Villain.

In short, we better have a good story to
tell—and we must be good storytellers.

Let’s relate this proven story arc to the
process of presenting service and repair recommendations.

The Story of Stories
Major motion pictures and successful
novels have common elements.
1) There’s the protagonist, which is the
character we root for. Let’s call them
the Hero.
2) Then there is the obstacle, the problem the hero faces that typically leads
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3) Enter the guide, the person who has
a plan for avoiding the painful outcome
and leads the Hero into the light. The
guide shows the hero what life is like on
the other side.
4) The Hero takes action, avoids catastrophe and life is good.

We’re selling repairs and routine maintenance for which there are costs and
benefits. Inaction (declining a service
recommendation) can have possibilities. Taking action (saying yes to a service recommendation) has positive
benefits. The actors are our staff and
customers.

A TRAP MANY FALL INTO IS
CASTING OURSELVES IN
THE HERO ROLE. WE WANT
TO COME TO THE RESCUE
BECAUSE IT FEELS GOOD.
BUT THAT LEAVES US ASKING WHAT ROLE THE
CUSTOMER PLAYS?
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Central Casting
A trap many fall into is casting ourselves
in the Hero role. We want to come to
the rescue because it feels good. But
that leaves us asking what role the customer plays? If the only part available is
victim No. 1, we’re missing the opportunity to make our customers feel good
about doing business with us.
The customer should become the Hero
of their own story. The customer wants
a positive outcome; one that makes the
vehicle last longer, reduced operating
costs and keeps passengers safe. Let’s
set them up for that win. Because when
we claim the win, it’s the equivalent of
John Wayne swooping in with, “Don’t
you worry your pretty little head.” In
other words, not very empowering to
our customer.
So, the customer is our Hero. That
means that the Villain is the service issue or repair that is standing in the path
of our Hero obtaining a good outcome.
Examples? Worn brake pads that are on
the verge of damaging the rotors, an
overdue oil change that is threatening
the timing chain oiler, tires that aren’t
up to the forecasted weather.
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You and your team are the Guide. You

In this story, the Guide is pointing out

help the Hero understand the problem.

the hidden quicksand along the path.

You communicate your plan for the cus-

The Guide explains that there is a map

tomer to avoid the consequence of in-

to avoid the quicksand and safely come

action. You explain exactly what needs

out on the other side.

to be done and why. You have a vision
of what life will look and feel like once

The issue is difficult to explain in terms

the Hero takes action, overcomes the

that help the customer visualize the

obstacles and secures the desired out-

problem and solution. Frankly, it is also

come.

limited by the knowledge and skill of
the storyteller. Is there always time to

The Hero—your customer—feels good

tell the story?

about defeating the Villain and securing
the desired outcome. Most important to
your success, they feel grateful to the

THE CUSTOMER SHOULD
BECOME THE HERO OF

Guide.

THEIR OWN STORY. THE

Screenplay

CUSTOMER WANTS A
Let’s look at a specific service: GDI
Fuel System cleaning.

Most consum-

ers don’t even know what GDI stands
for, and they certainly don’t know the

POSITIVE OUTCOME; ONE
THAT MAKES THE VEHICLE

unique concerns and potential for ex-

LAST LONGER, REDUCED

treme financial loss if routine mainte-

OPERATING COSTS AND

nance is neglected. They do know that
they don’t want to spend thousands of
dollars fixing a problem that could be
prevented for around a hundred bucks.
That’s our Hero’s starting point.

KEEPS PASSENGERS SAFE.
LET’S SET THEM UP FOR
THAT WIN.
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This is where video comes in. The Guide
can bring up a video showing why GDI
engines must have regular fuel system
cleaning service performed. They can
peer into a virtual combustion chamber
and watch carbon deposits grow—and
they can see the difference the service makes. The Guide reveals the Villain and provides the Hero with a plan
to foil the Villain. Our Hero can breathe
easy knowing engine efficiency will be
restored and a very expensive repair in
the future is avoided.

WHY DOES VIDEO IN THE FIXED OPS
ENVIRONMENT WORK SO WELL? BY ITS VERY
NATURE, VIDEO CAN “SHOW” MORE
EFFECTIVELY THAN WORDS ALONE.

The Story Within the Story
We’ve talked about how the process for
presenting service and repair recommendations are more effective when it
follows the proven story arc employed
in film and fiction.
The videos you use in this process
should also follow the same pattern:
Present the customer as the Hero, your
business as the Guide showing a path
through the obstacles and the Hero taking decisions that fulfill their desires.
Why does video in the Fixed Ops environment work so well? By its very nature, video can “show” more effectively
than words alone. Video is always on
duty; it never takes a break, needs a sick
day, or has an off day. Video is consistent, always telling your best story every time.
More videos are added to YouTube every 30 days than were created by ABC,
CBS and NBC over the last 30 years
combined. Acceptance of video content spans all generations. For millennials, video is not just the preferred method of learning; it is demanded.
Video delivery technology is downright
cheap. Storage and data-transmission
costs keep dropping in real terms.
Any dealership can afford to present
video content at multiple touch points
throughout their facility.

Solve customer ride
complaints
Road Force Elite:
% Solves wheel vibration problems
% Up to 47% faster than previous models
% Patented vision system reduces operator error
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At a Theater Near You

There are three primary locations: the
Service lounge, at the Service counter
and on your website.

of the services they may need. They
learn about new things (such as GDI
and cabin air filters) that lead to new
conversations. They see the pattern of
identifying the desired outcome and
the associated obstacles. They come
to think of you as their Guide. And your
competition is not invited.

• You always have people who wait
in the service lounge. Most dealerships play regular TV or cable to help
pass the time for those customers. The
TV, however, shows competitors’ ads,
has potentially offensive content and
doesn’t help you sell anything. Alternatively, you can employ a digital content
management system that allows you to
control what your customers see, such
as family-friendly entertainment along
with video stories covering factoryrecommended services and common
repairs. Your customers are reminded

• The video format at the Service counter is different. Your Service Advisors
are having conversations and there may
be a line. So there is no audio on the
service videos there. They are shorter
and tell the story with powerful images, animations and onscreen text. As a
customer waits, they may be exposed
to a half dozen or more service topics.
Again, they are learning a pattern in
which your team helps them navigate
the path to resolving their automotive
anxieties.

Thinking of Fixed Ops, where does video have the greatest impact?
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TV, HOWEVER,
SHOWS COMPETITORS’
ADS, HAS POTENTIALLY
OFFENSIVE CONTENT
AND DOESN’T HELP
YOU SELL ANYTHING.
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• Allow me to be a bit critical when it
comes to websites. I look at the Service
page on a lot of dealership sites. I get
the feeling that they are very shop-centric. They seem to be set up to make
it easier for the Service Department
to schedule appointments and maybe
show a promo. They do little to allay
fears that customers have when they
have a problem. They usually have no
educational content.
In short, the Service pages of most
dealership websites miss the opportunity to be the Guide. Educational videos
on your website provide value and confidence to our Heroes.
Roll the Credits
We’ve come to our happy ending. Remember to resist casting yourself as the
Hero; that’s your customers’ role.

THE SERVICE PAGES OF MOST DEALERSHIP
WEBSITES MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE
THE GUIDE. EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS ON YOUR
WEBSITE PROVIDE VALUE AND CONFIDENCE
TO OUR HEROES.
Avoid becoming the Villain with a
heavy-handed or insensitive approach.
Be the Guide and use video as your
supporting actor. You will be appreciated and remembered. And next time,
they’ll call you.

Lance Boldt is on the team that
creates hundreds of video stories every year for AutoNetTV’s
digital content subscribers. The
production team also helps OEs,
dealers, manufacturers and suppliers create high-impact custom videos for consumers, distribution, training, sales support
and tradeshows.
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